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Motivation

 Compared to visual relationships (right), visual phrases 
(left) considers the triplet as an integrated whole, which 

has less visual variances.

 The subject, predicate, and object are highly correlated at 
the feature level and label level.

 Previous work only utilizes the language-level correlation which 
mainly captures the co-occurrence information.

 Previous work divides the relationship detection process into two 
parts: first object detection and then predicate recognition. So 
predicate recognition cannot help the object classification.

 Previous work is done on a small dataset, including 4000 
training images and 1000 testing ones.
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Contribution
A Visual Phrase guided CNN (ViP-CNN) is proposed to detect visual 

relationships in an end-to-end manner.

• A message passing structure is used to leverage the feature level 

interdependencies of subject, predicate and object for better recognition.

• A triplet NMS is proposed to reduce the redundant object pairs for efficiency.

• we investigate two ways of utilizing Visual Genome Relationship dataset to 

pretrain ViP-CNN, which both outperform ImageNet pretraining.

Framework Experiments

ViP-CNN first generates triplet proposals with RPN and then feeds them into corresponding

models. A triplet NMS is proposed to reduce the number of triplets. ROI-pooling is used to

generated the features of the fixed size. The three branches are connected at both conv and

fc layers using Phrase-guided Message Passing Structure (PMPS). So the three models can

make the decision with the sense of the each other. And the final recognition of subject,

object and predicate is done simultaneously.
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Two kinds of PMPS

𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝐼𝑂𝑈 < 𝑡1, 𝑡2 >∶

𝑜 𝑏𝑠,1, 𝑏𝑠,2 ⋅ 𝑜 𝑏𝑜,1, 𝑏𝑜,2

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 < 𝑡𝑖 >:
𝑠𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠,𝑖 ⋅ 𝑠𝑜,𝑖

With well-defined IOU and objectiveness

function, Greedy NMS can be used to

reduce the redundant triplet proposals.

250 object proposals

62,500 raw triplet proposals

~1600 after-NMS triplet proposals

grouping

triplet NMS

Phrase-guided Message Passing Structure (PMPS) is proposed to employ
the complementary effects of simultaneously recognizing the objects and
predicates.
Subject-predicate-object triplet can be viewed as a simple graphical
model, so we propose the gather-broadcast message passing flow reflects
the different statuses of subject/object and predicate. They are defined as
below:
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The gather-and-broadcast flow has parallel(left) and sequential(right)
implementations.
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